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To
Director - (HR)
ONGC,
Jeevan Bharati -II
Indira Gandhi Chowk,
New Delhi.

Subject : Age relaxation to departmental candidates towards
ongoing recruitment of JAT & AT in wau.

This has reference towards above recruitment vide order no.
WOU/R&P/Rectt.j2011 dated 31/03/2011, age relaxation towards
departmental employees quotes that their relaxation will be,
experience in ONGC from their date of joining, this pre condition is
denying the under mentioned employees from being eligible to appear
in written test.

S.N.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Name
Shankar Bhimaj i Arote
Hemant Keshav Tulaskar
Parikshit Sitaram Mali
Krushna Pol
Amit Vasant Shelar

CPF No.
96667
96740
96706
96754
96749

Sir, I am sure your esteemed authority will not dispute with us that
normally all age bars for recruitment are on date of application, this
being the condition the above employees could join ONGC on their
initial date of appointment, during their first appointment, the process
of completing the formalities of recruitment took eight (8) to nine (9)
months, today this delay will deprive the candidates if we continue
with pre criteria of, "date of joining".



We have always being bringing the issue of age relaxation for
departmental candidates for all recruitments; in line to the same we
once again request your esteemed authority to delete the pre condition
of date of joining, this will give them a fair opportunity to be an
regular ONGC employee having already served the organization in the
capacity they are functioning today, more over it will also reduce the
margin of overcrowding. The details of the candidates is enclosed
herewith for your perusal please.

With regards,
~kingyOU,LLfaithfully,

l~
(Pradeep Mayekar)
General Secretary
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